Trade-in & Recycle Program

Lightspeed makes it easy for you to upgrade your classroom audio equipment...and support the environment! Trade in your old classroom audio equipment and receive a credit toward the purchase of a new classroom system. Receive $100 credit if you are trading in a classroom audio system toward the purchase of an Activate, Redcat Access, Topcat Access, 955 Access, Access Link, or Multimike system.

Here’s how the program works:

Step 1  Choose, configure, and submit your order for your new Lightspeed classroom audio system.

Step 2  Contact Lightspeed to request your pre-paid return label and RA number for the return of your old system.

Step 3  Pack and ship your old audio system using a prepaid return shipping label provided by Lightspeed.

Step 4  Lightspeed will ship your new audio system and deduct the appropriate amount from your invoice.

Frequently Asked Questions:

What audio systems are eligible for the Trade-in & Recycle Program?

Lightspeed accepts like configurations of all manufacturer’s brands of classroom audio systems for trade-in. Like configurations of classroom audio systems, including speakers, amplifier, and microphones, can be traded-in for comparable systems. Any classroom audio system that includes speakers, amplifier and microphones can be traded-in for an Activate system.

When do I return my old equipment?

Once you place your order, Lightspeed will send you a prepaid shipping label. You will need to ship your old equipment back within 30 days of receipt.

When do I receive my credit?

Lightspeed will credit your invoice upon receipt of your old audio equipment. Should we not receive your equipment by the invoice due date, your invoice will reflect the standard educational discount price.

Where will my equipment be recycled?

Your old audio equipment will be processed and recycled through our full-service electronics recycling partner.

Who do I contact for more information?

For more information on Lightspeed’s Trade-in & Recycle Program, please visit www.lightspeed-tek.com/support/programs/trade-in-recycle-program/ or call 800.732.8999.

Terms & Conditions: Program credit is applicable to Lightspeed discounted used equipment, contracted pricing, and quantity discounts. Additional accessories may be purchased at the standard educational discount price. Warranty is voided on all traded-in Lightspeed equipment. Traded-in systems will be recycled as received. Lightspeed reserves the right to amend terms and conditions of the Trade-in and Recycle Program.